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Area Graphs in Excel, Tableau, and R
Before we get started, be sure that you have Excel, Tableau public, R, and R Studio downloaded and installed.

Area graphs were invented by William Playfair in the late 1700s. He created a group of time-series visualizations such as this one, shown below:

The above area chart was featured in the Commercial and Political Atlas of 1786.

Here is another example of an area chart, created by William Playfair: 

What is an area chart?
An area graph is a specific type of line graph. Instead of connecting data with a continuous line (as in a line graph), the region(s) of the chart are
filled. Area graphs highlight volume or quantity differences between data, and because of this, they are not completely interchangeable with line
graphs. Area graphs work by filling space between the x-axis and each line with either a specific color, opacity, texture, or some combination of
those options. The values on the x-axis represent the different values being compared in the dataset, including time or categories. Often, area
charts display two or more data categories.

What are area graphs used for? - showing the overall shape or distribution of data by charting the rise and fall of data over time - emphasizing
differences in breakdowns of the data - showing part to whole data relationships

Here is a cool example of an area graph from Google, showing the popularity of different music genres: 

Area graphs are not the best visualization option if there is a need for showing fine-grained differences in the dataset, for many different variables
exhibiting trends over time, or for data that do not have a meaningful relationship to zero.

Area graphs are unique visualizations that utilize qualities from different visualizations like bubble charts, stacked bar charts, and scatterplots.

There are also several different types of area graphs, or area charts, including stacked and standard (we will learn how to make both today). Area
charts can be stacked or layered depending on the goals of the visualization and the qualities of the dataset.

Today we will use two different datasets. The first one is a time series dataset of US undergraduate average tuition by decade, a subset of data
courtesy of the National Center for Education Statistics. If you would like their full dataset, check it out or use the one shared in our zoom course.

Excel
the quick way:

1. Open your dataset in Excel.
2. Select the columns and all the data.
3. Click on the Home menu, then navigate to Ideas on the far right of your Excel menu. Select Ideas.
4. This will open a pop-up menu on the right side of your spreadsheet. Scroll down to select the area chart and click on + Insert Chart.

another way:
1. Select the data.
2. Click on the Insert menu and navigate to the Recommended Charts button. Click on it and scroll down to Stacked Area.
3. Select it and change formatting as needed!

Tableau
1. Open your data set.
2. Navigate to sheet 1 (on the bottom left side).
3. Click on the Table Decade and duplicate it. Then with the duplicate Decade, select change data type: Date.
4. Move this date decade into columns.
5. Move Average Tuition to Rows.
6. Select Area Chart in the Show Me Menu on the right side of the screen.
7. To change the x axis, click on it. This will open a pop up menu.
8. You can leave it at automatic or try out the other options. Below, I selected Fixed and changed Start to 1960, End to 2010.
9. Rename the title and axes sub-titles by clicking into them and editing in the pop-up menus.

10. Change colors, etc. in the Marks menu on the left.

R
tuition <- read.csv("/Users/kikuiper/Documents/data_dh/avgtuition.csv")
head(tuition)

##   Decade Average.Tuition
## 1   1960           10003
## 2   1970            9537
## 3   1980           11577
## 4   1990           13405
## 5   2000           18203
## 6   2010           19094

#install.packages(ggplot2)
library(ggplot2)

#plot it, geom_area function makes it an area plot!
ggplot(tuition, aes(x=Decade, y=Average.Tuition)) + geom_area()

#change fill color, using fill in geom_area function
ggplot(tuition, aes(x=Decade, y=Average.Tuition)) + geom_area(fill="lightblue")

#add in a line
ggplot(tuition, aes(x=Decade, y=Average.Tuition)) + geom_area(fill="lightblue",color = "black")

#change the line type
ggplot(tuition, aes(x=Decade, y=Average.Tuition)) + geom_area(fill="lightblue",color = "black", linetype = "dashe
d")

#change opacity
ggplot(tuition, aes(x=Decade, y=Average.Tuition)) + geom_area(fill="lightblue", alpha = 3)

#add in title
ggplot(tuition, aes(x=Decade, y=Average.Tuition)) + geom_area(fill="lightblue", alpha = .5) + labs(title = "US Un
dergraduate Average Tuition by Decade")

#add in axis labels
ggplot(tuition, aes(x=Decade, y=Average.Tuition)) + geom_area(fill="lightblue", alpha = .5) + labs(x="Decade", y 
= "Average Tuition", title = "US Undergraduate Average Tuition by Decade")

#add mean line 
ggplot(tuition, aes(x=Decade, y=Average.Tuition)) + geom_area(fill="lightblue")+
 geom_hline(aes(yintercept=mean(Average.Tuition)),
            color="blue", linetype="dashed", size=1)

Now, let’s switch datasets so that we can make a stacked area chart! We will use the author earnings dataset based off a dataset from statista
(Watson 2020).

Excel
1. Open your dataset authorearnings.csv
2. We will need to do a little bit of data manipulation in order to create a stacked area chart. First, create separate columns for each author. (In

R Tidyverse terms, this is called spreading the data/columns).
3. To do this, you can either: manually create columns for the year earning(s) for each author. OR navigate to the Home menu, select Ideas,

then choose the pivot table Average of Earnings. This should open up a new pivot table in another sheet.
4. Use either the new columns or the pivot table, highlighting all the columns, then select Insert -> Charts -> 2D Stacked Area (in the Line

Chart group drop-down menu).
5. To add a chart title, go to Add Chart Element (on the far left), then select Chart Title. You can specify the position of the chart title, as well.
6. To change colors or background theme, select the Design menu and use the formatting options there.

Tableau
To create a stacked area chart, comparing the top fiction author earnings from 2011-2018: 1. Open your dataset authorearnings in Tableau. 2.
Move Year to Columns. 3. Move SUM(Earnings) to Rows. 4. Select Stacked Area Chart in Show Me OR Move Author onto Color in Marks to
update this by area. Note that if you remove this, the area chart changes to a regular area chart rather than a stacked one, removing the distinct
values for each author.

5. You can change the color palette and other options in the Marks menu. Change the title and axes labels by clicking into them and editing in
the pop-up window.

R
#read in the data
earn <- read.csv("/Users/kikuiper/Documents/data_dh/authorearnings.csv") #input your file path #here
head(earn) #check out the data

##   year          author earnings
## 1 2011      JK Rowling        5
## 2 2011 James Patterson       84
## 3 2011    John Grisham       18
## 4 2012      JK Rowling       17
## 5 2012 James Patterson       94
## 6 2012    John Grisham       26

#remember to install first if not already!
library(ggplot2)

#plot!
ggplot(earn, aes(x=year, y = earnings, fill = author)) + geom_area()

#add in the titles
ggplot(earn, aes(x=year, y = earnings, fill = author)) + geom_area() + labs(title = "Average Earnings per Year", 
x = "Year", y = "Earnings in Millions")

#adjust location of the legend
ggplot(earn, aes(x=year, y = earnings, fill = author)) + geom_area() + labs(title = "Average Earnings per Year", 
xlab = "Year", ylab = "Earnings in Millions") + theme(legend.position = "top")

#add in lines
ggplot(earn, aes(x=year, y = earnings, fill = author)) + geom_area(color = "black") + labs(title = "Average Earni
ngs per Year", xlab = "Year", ylab = "Earnings in Millions") + theme(legend.position = "top")

#change the line type
ggplot(earn, aes(x=year, y = earnings, fill = author)) + geom_area(color = "black", linetype = "dashed") + labs(t
itle = "Average Earnings per Year", xlab = "Year", ylab = "Earnings in Millions") 

#now we will try out a different them
# install these two packages first if they are not already installed

#install.packages("viridis")
library(viridis)

## Loading required package: viridisLite

#?viridis
library(hrbrthemes)

## NOTE: Either Arial Narrow or Roboto Condensed fonts are required to use these themes.

##       Please use hrbrthemes::import_roboto_condensed() to install Roboto Condensed and

##       if Arial Narrow is not on your system, please see https://bit.ly/arialnarrow

# tryout a different theme! 
ggplot(earn, aes(x=year, y = earnings, fill = author)) + 
    geom_area(alpha=0.6 , size=.5, colour="white") +
    scale_fill_viridis(discrete = T) +
    theme_ipsum() + 
    ggtitle("Top Fiction Author Income")

For more help with R, check out the ggplot2 cheatsheet, or the ggplot2 website! Also, don’t forget to check out the other tutorials on Data
Visualization on the Digi website.

Comments, questions, or feedback? Please reach out at katherine.kuiper25@uga.edu.



Comments, questions, or feedback? Please reach out at katherine.kuiper25@uga.edu.
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